RV Sub-Floors

25YEAR
WARRANTY

Protection

The original Owner of Record of this RV is provided with a 25-year limited Warranty on Dyna Span® floor
panels. Dyna Span is a high-quality, performance engineered sub-floor panel designed and manufactured
for RV floors. The Dyna Span structural sub-floor is located under the interior floor coverings. Dyna Span
will provide a minimum of 25 years of satisfactory service when installed by a qualified original equipment
manufacturer (OEM). The Dyna Span 25-year limited Warranty will cover a Dyna Span floor panel failure
caused by the following: manufacturing defects, glue bond failure, or delamination.

Provisions

Affiliated Resources, Inc. will authorize the exchange or repair of the damaged Dyna Span floor panel
within 30 days after receipt of claim from the OEM or OEM dealer. All claim documentation must include
the name of the manufacturer, original purchase invoice, serial number, photographs, and sample of the
damage.
The Dyna Span Warranty obligation includes all reasonable labor and material costs directly associated
with the exchange or repair of the damaged Dyna Span floor panel or component part for a period of up
to five years from the original date of purchase. Material costs directly associated with the exchange or
repair could include carpet, vinyl, tile, and adhesives. After five years from the original date of purchase,
Affiliated Resources, Inc. will authorize only the exchange and repair of the Dyna Span floor panel and
pay the replacement labor charge.
Affiliated Resources, Inc. reserves the right to inspect all Dyna Span floor panels concerned with any claim
made under this Warranty.

Limits

This Dyna Span 25-year limited Warranty is made to the original Owner of Record and is limited to only
the conditions stated herein.
This Warranty does not apply to exterior applications, nor does it cover fungal decay or deterioration
due to exposure to high moisture environments, repeated wetting, or standing water. Manufacturing
defects do not include minor edge swelling or surface imperfections like leafing, broken grain, folded
fiber, or loose wood strands. Delamination is defined as a visible, physical separation within the Dyna
Span floor panel that affects the structural integrity of the RV floor.
Affiliated Resources, Inc. will not be held responsible for any incidental or consequential damages, nor any
damages that are the result of fire, traffic accidents, misuse, or the improper installation of Dyna Span.
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